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PREFACE

This manuscript was prepared as an article for publication, and was
written to satisfy ACSC research project requirements. Portions of this
project were adapted from the author's forthcoming doctoral dissertation on
the origins and establishment of the civilian and military flight training
programs set up at Tuskegee, Alabama, after 1939. Subject to clearance, it
will be submitted to the Aerospace Historian, the American Aviation Historical
Society Journal, or the Journal of Negro History for consideration.
The article analyzes the activities of black Americans in aviation up to
1939. Although only a few black Americans were involved in aviation prior to
1939, reports of their exploits appeared frequently in black newspapers and
magazines, especially during the 1930s when one black pilot flew for Ethiopia
and several others undertook long-distance publicity flights. By 1939, as the
United States began its prewar build-up of civilian and military aviaticn.
several hundred black Americans were actively involved in aviation. The
example of these aerial pioneers stimulated the black public's interest in
aviation and highlighted the limited opportunities open to blacks who aspired
to a career in aviation. Consequently, black Americans launched a pressure
campaign to prohibit racial discrimination in federally-sponsored civilian
flight training and to force the U.S. Army to admit blacks to the Air Corps, a
branch of service then open only to white Americans. As a result of this
campaign, hundreds of black youths received civilian pilot training, and in
1941, black Americans were admitted to the Air Corps, albeit on a segregated
basis; during World War II, approximately five hundred black pilots flew
combat missions in North Africa and Europe. Yet without the efforts and
examples of America's black air pioneers, the opportunities which opened up
after 1939 might not have been forthcoming. Thus the activities of these
early black fliers are an important--but often overlooked--prologue to the
opening of military aviation to black Americans, and the desegregation of the
United States Air Force after World War II.
Two items in the attached manuscript do not follow the guidelines in the
ACSC research project manual.
The format for the notes and the bibliography
follow the instructions found in Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of
Term Papers. Theses, and Dissertations, fourth edition.
A number of individuals provided valuable assistance in the preparation
of the project, and I gratefully acknowledge their contributions. Professors
Allen W. Jones and Wesley P. Newton, of Auburn University, brought important
sources to my attention and also commented on portions of the manuscript. One
of their colleagues, Professor William F. Trimble, willingly shared the
results of his own research on black aviation. Archivists Daniel T. Williams
of Tuskegee University and Linda J. Evans of the Chicago Historical Society
provided several key documents from collections in their repositories. Above
all, I thank my wife and children for their enduring patience and support.
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AMERICA'S BLACK AIR PIONEERS, 1900-1939

I. Purpose:
To examine the extent and nature of the participation of black
Americans in aviation prior to World War II, and to assess the effect of this
prewar participation on the campaign for black participation in the Air Corps
that emerged ii, 1939.
II. Background:
Prior to 1941, black Americans were not accepted in the U.S.
Army Air Corps, the predecessor to today's United States Air Force. In 1941,
after an intense pressure campaign on the part of a wide cross-section of the
black public, the Air Corps established a segregated pursuit squadron and
began training black pilots at Tuskegee, Alabama. By the end of World War II,
some 1,000 blacks had been trained as Army pilots and roughly half flew combat
in North Africa and Europe. One factor that helped precipitate the campaign
for Air Corps participation was the activity of a handful of black American
aviators whose exploits were widely reported in black newspapers and magazines
throughout the first four decades of the twentieth century.
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III. Findinas: Throughout the period 1900-1939, there were black Americans
actively involved in aviation. Until 1927, their participation was sporadic
and their numbers limited. Between 1927 and 1936, black Americans' interest
in aviation grew, and several black pilots achieved notoriety through their
aeronautical exploits. After 1936, the number of black Americans involved in
aviation expanded and a national black flying association was established.
Moreover, black Americans began to question discriminatory practices that
restricted their opportunities in the air. Thus when the federal government
expanded its involvement in civil and military aviation on the eve of World
War II, the stage was set for the emergence of a powerful pressure campaign to
prohibit racial discrimination in federally-funded aviation training and open
the all-white U.S. Army Air Corps to black Americans.
In 1939, several black
aviators, some of whom were members of the national association of black
pilots, played a key role in lobbying Congress to insure that legislation to
expand the Air Corps and establish a civilian pilot training program contained
provisions relating to the training of blacks. These legislative victories
played an important role in fostering the emergence of the campaign for black
participation in the Air Corps, which ultimately leo to the establishment of
segregated air units.
IV. Conclusions:
Without the efforts and examples of America's black air
pioneers, the opportunities which opened up after 1939 might not have been
forthcoming. Thus the activities of these early black fliers are an
important--but often overlooked--prologue to the opening of military aviation
to black Americans and the desegregation of the United States Air Force after
World War II.
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Introduction
In 1938 a Southern black newspaper observed that a growing number of black
Americans were becoming "airminded," a contemporary expression which "meant
having enthusiasm for airplanes, believing in their potential to better human
life, and supporting aviation development."1 By the 1930s the airplane had
come to symbolize the promise of the future, a portent of "a wondrous era of
peace and harmony, of culture and prosperity," and many blacks were eager to
participate in the new and exciting field of aviation.
One indication of
rising black interest in aviation can be found in federal statistics on the
number of black aviators in the late 1930s. Despite the economic hardships of
the Great Depression, which weighed heavily on America's black minority, the
Department of Commerce reported almost seventy licensed black pilots or student
pilots in August 1936. 3 Less than three years later, in January 1939, the
number of blacks who held flying licenses had risen to 125, almost double the
4
1936 figure.
The exploits of these early black fliers, widely covered in the paces of
the black press, fostered the development of an airminded black public and
precipitated a powerful campaign prior to World War II aimed at forcing the
all-white U.S. Army Air Corps to admit blacks. White Americans of the late
1930s were, however, largely unaware that a small but growing number of the
nation's black citizens could fly and were interested in aeronautical matters.
Few would have anticipated that in 1939 a struggling black flying club would
launch a campaign to break the color line in the nation's air arm and force the
War Department to admit blacks to the hitherto lily-white U.S. Army Air Corps.
And even fewer would have predicted that the issue would rapidly become
something of a cause celebre among black Americans. By the end of 1940 the
black press and various civil rights organizations had taken up the cause and
were vociferously demanding an end to racial exclusion in the Air Corps.
Indeed, Ulysses Lee, author of a monumental study on the role of black
Americans in the U.S. Army during World War II, has concluded that the
"campaign for admission of Negroes to the Air Corps . . . was the most
widespread, persistent, and widely publicized of all the prewar public pressure
campaigns affecting the Negro and the Army." 5
A campaign on the scale described by Lee was required to break the color
line in the Air Corps because most whites dismissed the notion that blacks
should or could play a role in the air age. Many, no doubt, agreed with the
pre-eminent air hero of the era, Charles A. Lindbergh, who heralded aviation as
a "tool specially shaped for Western hands, a scientific art which others only
copy in a mediocre fashion, another barrier between the teeming millions of
Asia and the Grecian inheritance of Eurcpe--one of those priceless possessions
which permit the White race to live at all in a pressing sea of Yellow, Black,
and Brown." 6 Another experienced white aviator, Kenneth Brown Collings, was
more direct; he declared bluntly in the pages of the American Mercury that
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"Negroes cannot fly--even the bureau of Air Commerce admits that." 7 As late as
1940, when the Department of Commerce reported 231 black pilots, Army Chief o+
Staff George C. Marshall told a Congressional committee that "there is no such
'8
thing as colored aviation at the present time.1
The black public, however, knew that Negroes could fly. Since the turn of
the century Negroes had been reading in the black press of Afro-American
parachutists, aeronautical inventors, barnstormers, long-distance fliers, and
aerial soldiers of fortune. The activities of these pioneer black aviators
played a crucial role in the emergence of an airminded black public in the late
1930s, a public which embraced the cause of participation in the Air Corps and
by 1941 had forced the War Department to admit blacks and train them as pilots.
albeit on a segregated basis. The history of black participation in aviation
prior to World War II, and its wide coverage in the black press has not,
however, been widely studied. 9 But without an understanding of participation
of black Americans in aviation prior to 1939, the emergence of the campaign for
admission to the Air Corps cannot be fully understood or appreciated.
The history of black aviation before World War II can be conveniently
divided into three major periods. Until 1927, the year Charles Lindbergh maoe
his historic solo flight from New York to Paris, only a scattered handful of
black Americans were involved in aviation. With one notable exception,
however, their activities were chronicled by black newspapers and magazines.
Lindbergh's dramatic flight and the worldwide press coverage it received
ushered in the second period of black aviation, 1927-1936. The flight of the
Lone Eagle raised the black public's hope that a black air hero would emerge to
claim a place in the air age for the race. For several years no likely
candidate surfaced, but from 1932 to 1936 the aeronautical achievements of
several black fliers captured the imagination of black Americans. In the third
phase of black aviation history, the years 1936 to 1939, the focus was no
longer on the exploits of a few notable individuals. Instead, the waning years
of the 1930s saw a steady expansion in the number of black pilots and the
establishment of a national organization of black aviation enthusiasts. These
developments culminated in efforts to insure that black Americans were included
in two important aviation training initiatives that came before Congress in
1939. The success of black lobbyists in obtaining favorable amendments to this
legislation precipitated the emergence of the Air Corps participation campaign
and paved the way for the establishment of the 99th Pursuit Squadron, the first
black air unit to see combat in World War II.

Chapter One

THE EARLY YEARS OF BLACK AVIATION: 1900-1927
Until the 1920s black aviation enthusiasts struggled in relative
obscurity, their exploits recorded mostly in the pages of black newspapers and
magazines. Before World War I black Americans made balloon ascensions ana
parachute jumps, submitted patents for aeronautical devices, and learned to
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fly. During World War I one black American expatriate joined the Frencn Flying
Service and became the first Afro-American to participate in aerial combat.
After the war, two black Americans--Bessie Coleman and Hubert Julian
--emerged as the dominant figures in black aviation.
The earliest blacks who took to the air made their way skyward not in
fixed wing aircraft but in balloons.
In 1900, three years before the Wright
brothers flew into history at Kitty Hawk, a black woman, Mary Doughtry,
reportedly began a career as a parachutist when she leaped from a balloon
before a crowd in New Orleans. 10 Six years later an obscure black laborer,
identified only as Jackson until he assumed the dashing pseudonym Ajax
Montmorency, thrilled crowds attending a Fourth of July celebration in
1I
Pittsburgh with a series of balloon ascensions and parachute jumps.
In the decades before World War I several black inventors designed
various types of aircraft, and some received patents for their efforts. One of
the earliest was John F. Pickering, of Gonaives, Haiti, who submitted a design
for a motorized, steerable balloon to the United States Patent Office in
1899.12 After the Wrights demonstrated their flying machine at Fort Meyer,
Virginia, in late 1908 and the American public began to realize that the
problem of heavier-than-air powered flight had been solved, a surge of interest
in aviation swept the nation, and at least five blacks designed new types of
flying machines.
In 1911, 21-year-old Walter Swaqerty of Los Angeles claimec
to have invented a "heavier than air machine" that earned him the backing of a
local millionaire. 13 Three blacks received patents for flying machines in
1912, although they scarcely looked airworthy judging from the design sketches
submitted to the Patent Office: James E. Marshall of New York Cy;i4 Walter G.
Madison of Ames, Iowa; 15 and James Smith of Oakland, California. 1
In 1914 a
St. Louis black, whose name is variously reported as J. E. Whooter, H. E.
Hooter, and John E. McWhorter, patented a strange, wingless contraption
consisting of two huge rotating cylinders on either side of a central frame,
with conventional horizontal and vertical stabilizers aft. 17 Like many of the
flying machines designed and patented by white inventors, it is unlikely that
any of these unwieldy devices ever flew, but they demonstrate that the dream of
flight captured the imagination of black Americans from the earliest days of
aviation.
Besides aeronauts, parachutists, and inventors, there is strong evidence
which suggests that at least two blacks were flying airplanes before the
outbreak of World War I. One was Lucian Arthur Hayden, a North Carolina native
born in the early 1880s, who reportedly toured the South in 1912 giving aerial
demonstrations and by 1913 held a French flying license. Hayden, also an
inventor, reputedly developed and patented an aeronautical safety device which
was accepted and used by the British in World War I. Hayden's invention,
described in the press as a device "to prevent airships from falling," was
apparently an apparatus to facilitate recovery from a spin. 18 The other was
Charles Wesley Peters of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, described by one researcher
as the "first black to pilot a heavier-than-air craft and the first black
designer and builder of an airplane." 19 Born in 1889, Peters developed an
early iiterest in flying; by the time he was fourteen he had built a number of
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kites and gliders, and in 1906 made his first successful glider flight. He
subsequently designed and built a powered craft with a forty-foot wing span and
an air-cooled automobile engine, making ten flights in the machine before it
was destroyed by fire. 2 0 When news of Peters' achievement reached R. R.
Wright, President of Georgia's State Industrial College at Savannah and
organizer of the Georgia State Colored Fair held each fall in Macong he added
an aviation day to the schedule of events for the 1911 fair. Wright hoped to
feature flights by Peters and ascensions by a black balloonist, and he took out
advertisements that announced "For the First Time in the History of Fairs a
Colored Man Goes Up in a Air Ship--Everybody Should See It;" Thursday, 9
November was proclaimed "Airship Day. COLORED AVIATOR." 2 1 Unfortunately, a
disagreement over money kept Peters from performing at the fair, and Wright
hastily secured the services of a white aviator so the crowds would not be
22
disappointed.
Although the United States armed forces trained thousands of military
pilots during World War I, none were black. Early in the war there was a
glimmer of hope that qualified blacks would be accepted for training as
aviators in the United States Army. In the summer of 1917, shortly after the
United States entered the war, at least one black newspaper reported that
President W. S. Scarborough of Wilberforce University, a black college in Ohio,
received a War Department telegram asking him to encourage his "best military
students" to apply for Army aviation training. 2 3 The wording of the telegram,
however, suggests that similar requests were sent to all institutions with
senior Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) units (Wilberforce was then one of
only two black colleges with a senior ROTC unit).
That being the case, the
telegram to President Scarborough was most likely sent inadvertently as there
is no other evidence that the U.S. Army gave any consideration to training
blacks as pilots during World War I. Instead, those who applied for duty with
the Air Service had their applications returned without action and were told
24
that no black squadrons had been established and none were being organized.
The only blacks who even came close to serving in the air with American
forces during World War I were four black officers who entered training as
airborne artillery spotters at the Aerial Observers School, Fort Sill,
Oklahoma. One, whose light complexion did not immediately identify him as a
Negro, remained in the school until two days before his scheduled graduation
date. The others, obviously black, were immediately segregated and denied the
normal military courtesies due officers until they withdrew in anger and
25
frustration.
One black American did fly as a military pilot during World War I,
not with American forces but with the French. Eugene Jacques Bullard, born in
Columbus, Georgia, in 1894, left the United States and joined the French
Foreign Legion shortly after the war broke out in Europe and earned the Croix
de Guerre while serving as an infantryman on the Western front. In November
1916 he transferred to the French Flying Service, thus becoming a member of
that unofficial brotherhood of American volunteers who flew with the French,
the Lafayette Flying Corps. 2 6 Bullard completed his training as an enlisted
pursuit pilot the following August, and within a week he was flying combat
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sorties with a French squadron at the front. By November he was credited with
the destruction of one German aircraft and claimed a second, becoming the first
black American to destroy an enemy aircraft in aerial combat. Bullard's career
as a fighter pilot was cut short several months later after an altercation with
27
a French officer, and he finished the war as an infantryman.
Bullard proved that blacks could fly and fly competently. Unlike Peters
or Hayden, his flying skills were well-documented; he had completed the French
Air Service course of training and engaged an enemy in aerial combat. James
Norman Hall's Lafayette Flying Corps, published immediately after the war, gave
a full and favorable account of his participation as an American volunteer
flier and, together with the accompanying photograph, left little doubt as to
Bullard's complexion. He might have become black America's air hero, but
instead he remained in Paris managing a nightclub until Hitler invaded France
in 1940 with his exploits virtually unknown to the American public, black or
2
white. 6
The aviator who, in the early 1930s, would become the symbol of black
America's aeronautical dreams was Bessie Coleman.
In 1922 Coleman made her
debut as an exhibition flier at an air show at Chicago's Checkerboard Field. A
native of Texas, Coleman had joined the flood of blacks who migrated north
during the World War I era. She settled in Chicago and decided to become an
aviatrix. After several flying schools refused to admit her she contacted
Robert S. Abbott--owner of the Chicago Defender, one of the leading black
papers of the period--who advised her to seek flying lessons in France. After
two trips to Europe, she returned to America in 1922 with a license from
Federation Aeronautique Internationale, becoming the first black woman from the
United States to hold a pilot's license. For four years "Brave Bessie"
barnstormed, thrilling large crowds of blacks and whites anxious to see whether
a black woman really could fly, as she tried to raise enough money to establish
a flying school that would be open to blacks. She died tragically in an air
crash on 30 April 1926, while practicing for an air show in Florida and became
a martyr to the cause of air progress among blacks. 2 9
While Bessie Coleman was learning to fly in Europe, a young black man from
the West Indies migrated to the United States by way of Canada, claiming that
he learned to fly from the Canadian war ace Billy Bishop. Hubert Julian, the
"Black Eagle of Harlem," was a controversial, flamboyant figure given to
grandiose schemes and self-appointed titles. By the mid-1920s his audacious
behavior and ambitious aviation projects kept him constantly in the news, a
foil for white reporters and an embarrassment to the black public. 3 0
Julian first came to the attention of American blacks in 1921, as "Dr. H.
Julian, a Negro student at McGill University, Montreal, Canada," whose patented
air safety device "brought an offer of $300,000 from the Curtis EsicJAeroplane
Company for patent rights and one for $150,000 from the Gerni Aeroplane Company
of Montreal." 3 1 Julian hoped his invention would provide a "method of lowering
a disabled plane gently to the ground by means of an extra large parachute and
a system of rotating blades. .
..32 The following year he had settled in New
York City and affiliated himself with Marcus Garvey, another controversial West

Indian who founded the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA), came to
the United States in 1916, and captured the imagination of the black masses
with his rhetoric of black 2ride and his grandiose schemes of resettling
American blacks in Liberia. 3
In August 1922 the Negro World announced that
Julian would head the Aeronautical Department of the UNIA, which came to be
34
known as the "Black Eagle Flying Corps."
Thus Julian launched the American phase of his long and checkered career
as a flier, maintaining a ubiquitous presence in black aviation until the
1940s, and the only black flier active in both the pre- and post-Lindbergh eras
of black aviation history. In 1924 his fund-raising campaign for a solo flight
from New York to Africa came under the scrutiny of postal authorities and the
FBI, who suspected mail fraud. The investigators were apparently satisfied
when, to much acclaim, Julian made a Fourth of July takeoff from Long Island,
only to crash before the crowd of well-wishers and sightseers that had gathered
to see him off. 3 5 In 1926 and 1928 Julian again announced plans for a
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transatlantic flight but on neither occasion did he even attempt a takeoff.
Julian began the decade of the 1930s by traveling to Ethiopia, apparently
winning the confidence of Emperor Haile Selassie and returning to the United
States as Colonel Hubert Fauntleroy Julian of the Ethiopian Air Force,
accoutered in "white jodhpurs, blue tunic, tan pith helmet with royal crest,
and high leather boots with spurs." 3 7 He ended it by challenging the head of
Nazi Germany's Luftwaffe, Herman Goering, to an air duel over the English
Channel. 3 8 Throughout the decade he was constantly in the news, leaving
Ethiopia in disgrace after crashing the emperor's prize airplane, claiming to
be the personal pilot of the black religious leader Father Divine, performing
in air circuses, returning to Ethiopia and brawling with another black pilot
who became prominent during the 'thirties--John C. Robinson--in an Addis Ababa
hotel, and volunteering to fly for the Finnish Air Force after the Soviet
invasion. 3 9
As the only black aviator who came to the attention of most white
Americans during the interwar years, Julian's posturing, swaggering, and
blustering reinforced white America's preconceived notion that blacks were at
best inept pilots, seriously undermining the credibility of legitimate black
aviators striving to prove that whites did not have a monopoly on flying
aptitude. By the mid-1930s he had become an embarrassment to serious-minded
blacks, and he was soundly condemned by black editors. The Boston Chronicle
finally refused to advertise his public appearances, explaining that "we see
Harlem's 'Black Eagle' as a blatant jackdaw. We trust Boston will never be
inflicted with him again. . . . Julian talks loudly about his being a 'black'
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man. We wish he were otherwise."1
Despite the handicap of Julian's antics, black fliers struggled on. After
the news of Lindbergh's flight electrified the nation and the world, black
Americans were attracted to aviation in increasing numbers.
In June 1927, a
month after Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic, an editorial in the Pittsburgh
Courier asked rhetorically "What Will the Negro Contribute to Aviation?" Those
who complained that no black had gained fame in the air were reminded "that a
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Negro youth would have stronger prejudices to combat than a Lindbergh . . .
(and] that no Negro youth has as yet become a serious part of any aviation
service."
Black Americans could nevertheless anticipate, the editorial
continued, "that some youth of ours, inspired by this feat of Lindbergh, will
begin a serious apprenticeship in aeronautics. And let us hope that he will
show the same stamina as Lindbergh in face of ridicule . . . and the same
modesty in the face of success." 1
Although Lindbergh's flight prompted the Pittsburgh Courier to call for
the emergence of his black counterpart, a handful of black Americans had been
in the air for over twenty-five years. Despite sometimes overwhelming
difficulties, they had learned to fly, demonstrating that the racism and
segregation of American society could not completely bar black Americans who
were determined to take to the air.

Chapter Two

THE EMERGENCE OF BLACK AMERICA'S
AIR HEROES: 1927-1936
The Pittsburgh Courier's call for a black Lindbergh went unanswered for
over five years. Although the first black air heroes did not emerge until late
1932, black Americans were nevertheless active in aviation between 1927 and
1932. In the wake of the Lucky Lindy's flight, Bessie Coleman was immortalized
as the aeronautical pioneer of the race while Afro-Americans took to the air in
increasing numbers--they established aero clubs, published a flying magazine.
organized traveling air circuses, and attempted long-distance publicity
flights. Then in 1932 two young Americans winged their way into aviation
history when they became the first blacks to complete a transcontinental
flight. Close on their heels, another black flying duo completed a series of
long distance flights in 1933 and 1934. When the Italian-Ethiopian conflict
erupted in 1935, a black flier from Chicago flew in the service of the
Ethiopian emperor and dominated the headlines of America's black newspapers.
Despite the wide coverage of the exploits of these fliers in the black
press, white Americans remained, for the most part, quite oblivious to the
burgeoning black interest in aviation during the post-Lindbergh era. If whites
thought about blacks in aviation at all, one of two unflattering stereotypes
usually prevailed. Hubert Julian served as the archetype for one, the
swaggering, boastful black who claimed to be an expert pilot but was actually
quite incompetent, the aeronautical equivalent of Kingfish, the self-important
black attorney of the popular radio show "Amos 'n Andy."
Most whites, however,
assumed that blacks were simply overwhelmed by the technological complexity of
airplanes and possessed an inherent fear of flying. Lindbergh reinforced this
stereotype in his popular autobiography "We", published in 1927 shortly after
his transatlantic flight, by devoting six pages to a condescending description
of his experiences with rural Mississippi blacks while barnstorming through the
South in the early 1920s. He reported that an elderly black woman asked "Boss!
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How much you all charge foah take me up to Heaben and leave me deah?" and he
described an encounter with a young black man, who boldly agreed to take a
flight when some conniving whites paid his fare, having conspired earlier with
Lindbergh to "give this negro a stunt ride."
As he climbed aboard, the
unwitting black passenger reassured a group of black onlookers, telling them
"he would wave his red bandanna handkerchief over the side of the cockpit
during the entire flight to show them he was still unafraid." According to
Lindbergh's account, the black youth panicked on the takeoff roll and "with the
first deviation from straight flight my passenger had his head down on the
floor of the cockpit but continued to wave the red handkerchief with one hand
while he was holding on to everything available with the other, although he was
held in securely with the safety belt."
The handkerchief disappeared,
Lindbergh reported, when he attempted a loop, and "it was not until we were
almost touching the ground that the bandanna appeared again over the
cowling. "42
The portrayal of blacks as technological illiterates, who either feigned
aeronautical competence or were overcome by irrational fears once they became
airborne, was a serious obstacle to aspiring black pilots. They could expect
little encouragement from the white aviation community, for "Etihose who
manufactured the early planes, or established aviation companies, or flew or
serviced them, were a close-knit group into whose 'brotherhood' the black man
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could not be received as an equal."'
Despite these obstacles, by 1927 blacks were entering the field of
aviation in increasing numbers. Several months before Lindbergh's Atlantic
crossing, Joel "Ace" Foreman of Los Angeles attempted a transcontinental
flight, the first bona fide attempt at a long-distance flight by a black.
Foreman and his mechanic, Artis Ward, left Los Angeles for New York City in
February 1927, flying a patched-up Curtiss DH-4, sponsored by a local black
newspaper, the California Eagle, and the Los Angeles chapter of the NAACP.
After an engine malfunction grounded the pair in Salt Lake City for several
weeks, they eventually made Chicago, where additional mechanical problems
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brought the flight to a premature end.
After Lindbergh's flight, black America's hopes for an air hero loomed
large. The readers of the National Urban League's monthly magazine,
Opportunity, learned that a Negro, Samuel V. B. Sauzereseteo, had flown from
Moscow to Berlin, from Belgium to the African Congo, and from Paris to
London. 4 5 When pineapple magnate James Dole offered a total of $35,000 for the
first two non-stop flights from the United States mainland to the Hawaiian
Islands, the Pittsburgh Courier announced that two black fliers from California
intended to compete for the prize money, Walter E. Swagerty of San Francisco
and Clarence E. Martin of Oakland. Swagerty, who had reportedly designed a
flying machine in 1911, told reporters he learned to fly in 1914 and had
appeared at county fairs throughout the Southwest. Martin claimed he had
received his first flying lesson from stunt pilot Lincoln Beachey and then went
on to become an airmail pilot. 4 6 Neither pilot was among the official entrants
for the Dole Prize; Martin subsequently announced that he would not compete and
that there were no other black fliers in the race. 4 7 Another young black man,
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Jesse Boland, also made aviation news in 1927 when he reportedly built an
airplane and made a demonstration flight of several hours duration over his
48
home town of Roanoke, Virginia.
Toward the end of the 1920s the number of blacks interested in aviation
had grown to the point that aviation clubs began appearing; by 1936 some
thirty-seven flying clubs had been organized and twenty-four were still
active. 4 9 Although a black aviation club was reported in Los Angeles as early
as 1921,50 the movement did not really begin until late in the decade. Julian,
who in 1922 had sought to organize an aviation arm in Garvey's UNIA, tried once
again to attract a following in May 1929 when he announced the formation of the
5 1
National Association for the Advancement of Aviation Amongst Colored Races.
This organization probably existed only in Julian's mind, but in the fall of
the same year, the Universal Aviation Association held the "first national
aviation meet of Negro fliers" at Checkerboard Field near Chicago, where Bessie
Coleman had launched her aviation career in the United States six years
earlier. At least six Chicago blacks demonstrated their flying skills at the
meet, and Dr. A. Porter Davis, a physician from Missouri who had been flying
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for over a year, piloted his own airplane cross-country to attend the event.
In May 1930 the Bessie Coleman Aero Clubs published the first number of a
new monthly flying magazine, Bessie Coleman Aero News. 5 3 The organization and
its magazine were the brainchildren of William J. Powell, a Chicago black who
became a thoroughgoing aviation enthusiast during the post-Lindbergh aviation
boom. Rejected by the Air Corps and by civilian aviation schools in the
Midwest, Powell moved to Los Angeles where he was accepted by a local flying
school.
Powell quickly formed a group of like-minded blacks--including James
Herman Banning, who had already distinguished himself in 1927 by becoming the
first black pilot licensed by the Bureau of Air Commerce--and began an
ambitious campaign to establish a .etwork of local black flying clubs organized
nationally as the Bessie Coleman Aero Clubs, Inc. 5 4 The group received
national attention in 1929 when black Congressman Oscar DePriest visited Los
Angeles: Powell arranged for an airplane owned by the club to be christened
"The Oscar DePriest," and the congressman took a flight in the craft with
Banning. DePriest took it all in stride and observed enthusiastically that the
"field of aviation Eresents great opportunities to the Negro and he should
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enter it at once."
Powell hoped that Negroes could "get in on the ground floor" of the
aviation industry. The first issue of Bessie Coleman Aero News contained his
message to "The Negro Youth of America."
He urged black youth to train for an
aviation career, telling them with evangelistic fervor: "There is a better job
and a better future for you in aviation than any other industry. The reason is
this: Aviation is just beginning its period of growth. Aviation is going to be
America's next gigantic industry, and if you can get into it now while it is
still uncrowded, you can grow as aviation grows. " 6 Powell believed that the
demand for skilled fliers and mechanics would be so great that trained,
competent blacks could overcome the racial barriers that had traditionally
excluded them from responsible positions in other branches of the
transportation industry. 5 7 Yet scarcely a year after Powell began
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proselytizing to young blacks, the organizers of the Air Line Pilots
Association included a clause in the union's bylaws which restricted membership
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to whites only.
While Powell was organizing blacks in the Wemst and attempting to establish
a national flying organization, other airminded blacks were also banding
together locally to promote aviation. In Chicago John C. Robinson, who in 1931
had graduated from the local Curtiss-Wright School after he convinced its
director to accept him, organized the Brown Eagle Aero Club, 5 9 subsequently
reorganized as the Challenger Air Pilot Association. 6 0
In 1932 the
International Colored Aeronautical Association sought to bridge national
borders when it sponsored an unsuccessful flight by Leon Paris from New York
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City to his native Haiti.
Thus for five long years after Lindbergh emerged as the hero of the
machine age, black America waited for the appearance of a "colored Lindy":
Bullard had abandoned flying and was forgotten; Julian was an embarrassment;
nothing more was heard of Sauzereseteo, who was apparently not an American; and
Foreman, Martin, Swagerty, Boland, and Paris lapsed into obscurity. In the
interim, the memory of Bessie Coleman inspired airminded blacks; her untimely
death, her flying credentials, and the fact that she was an attractive woman
engaged in an extremely dangerous pursuit made it inevitable that she would
become a virtual patron saint to blacks who aspired to fly. The most obvious
tribute to her memory was, of course, Powell's use of her name for his club and
magazine.6 2 The Brown Eagle Aero Club and its successors also honored Bessie:
they adopted the practice of flying over Chicago each Memorial Day and
scattering flowers in her memory.6 9 Black journalists who sketched the history
of blacks in aviation invariably portrayed Bessie as the aeronautical pioneer
of the race, a perceptive, petite young lady who saw her race's future in the
air but died before her dreams could be realized. 6 4
Perhaps the most eloquent testimony to both the black public's desire for
an air hero and the role the memory of Bessie Coleman played until one
appeared, is Harry Levette's poem "Call of the Wings," published by the
Pittsburgh Courier in 1931:
Black men! Last to the call of wings,
As the myriads of ships course the skies!
Each an Argonaut venturing brings,
Golden fleece from the land where it flies
High over white peak, angry sea,
Man is fearlessly conquering the air,
History making. The entry is free-Black men! Say, why are you not there?
Are you cowardly, spineless, and weak,
That your feet cling closely to the earth?
Rise from your lethargy; this new field seek!
You've won others; in this, prove your worth.
A mere girl pioneered for the Race,
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But our men let her sacrifice fail.
Fly!

Fly! With the nations keep pace!
65
Let the sun glint your silver sail.

The following year two young black men answered the "Call of the Wings."
On 9 October 1932 J. Herman Banning and his mechanic, Thowas Allen, landed at
Roosevelt Field on Long Island. Eighteen days earlier, on 21 September, they
had departed Los Angeles in an open-cockpit biplane hoping to become the first
Afro-Americans to cross the continent by air. Black America rejoiced at their
success, calling them "suntanned editions of the Lindy of yesteryear" and
presenting them with commemorative medals to honor their achievement. For nine
weeks the black public relived the trials and triumphs of their flight in a
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series of columns the pair contributed to the Pittsburgh Courier.
The Banning-Allen flight ushered in a new era in black aviation, though
many feared that Banning's untimely death in an air crash the following
February might thwart further black achievement in the air. 6 7 Instead, the
mounting interest and experience of airminded blacks quickly brought more
successes and attracted even more Negroes to the ranks of the aviation
enthusiasts. Less than six months after Banning's death another black flying
team appeared and embarked on a series of ambitious long-distance flights,
hoping to publicize aviation and encourage more black Americans to take to the
air. Dr. Albert E. Forsythe and his flying partner, Charles Alfred Anderson,
brought a unique combination of financial resources and flying skill to black
aviation. In 1933 they embarked on a series of long-distance flights that were
widely covered in the black press and helped to promote wider interest in
aviation among black Americans.
Forsythe, the son of a civil engineer, was born in Nassau in 1897, spent
his boyhood in Jamaica, and then came to the United States to attend Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama. He continued his education at the University of Illinois
and McGill University in Montreal, where he earned a medical degree. By 1932,
after establishing his medical practice in Atlantic City, he became an aviation
enthusiast, giving unselfishly of his time, energy, and money to the promotion
of aviation among his race. 68 Anderson described him years later as "a very,
very aggressive and determined man and an ambitious person [who] wanted to
advance aviation among the blacks."'6 9 A practical man, Forsythe did not fly
merely for the sake of flying. Rather, he considered airplanes efficient and
useful transportation devices, once declaring to Anderson that he liked "to go
places in an airplane. That's what an airplane is for, to travel, not just fly
'7 0
around the home field."
But Charles Alfred Anderson simply loved to fly. Ten years younger than
Forsythe, Anderson spent his early years with his grandmother in the Shenandoah
Valley near Staunton, Virginia, where he developed an intense fascination with
airplanes and flying. His love of aviation remained strong after he returned
to his parents' home in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, near his birthplace. Unable
to obtain flying lessons because of racial prejudice, he bought an airplane on
borrowed money and taught himself to fly. In 1929 he became one of the first
black pilots in the nation to earn a private license. Three years later, he
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became the first black to qualify as a transport pilot; this was the highest
rating then .ssued by the Department of Commerce, and authorized him to fly
passengers for hire and teach others to fly. Forsythe, fifty miles away in
Atlantic City, New Jersey, learned of Anderson's achievement from reports in
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the black press, contacted the young pilot, and asked for flying lessons.
Thus began the Forsythe-Anderson partnership. Forsythe's medical practice
provided the financial resources for the team, and Anderson, as the nation's
best-qualified black pilot, provided the flying expertise. In July 1933 the
two made headlines in the black press and earned a place in aviation history
when they became the first black pilots to complete a round-trip
transcontinental flight across the United States. 7 2 Flying Forsythe's
Fairchild monoplane, dubbed the "Pride of Atlantic City" for the occasion, the
two aviators flew from Atlantic City to Los Angeles and then back again, where
they were greeted by a cheering crowd of two thousand. 7 3 Several months later
they made a round-trip flight from Atlantic City to Montreal, becoming the
first American blacks to plan and execute a flight across international
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borders.
The following year, Forsythe and Anderson launched plans for their third
and most ambitious long-distance flight. Touted as the "Pan-American Goodwill
Flight," it was to be a month-long, 12,000-mile air tour of over twenty
counties throughout South America, the Caribbean, and Central America, under
the sponsorship of the Inter-racial Aviation Goodwill Committee (IGAC). 7 5 To
publicize the event, the IGAC obtained the support of Forsythe's alma mater,
Tuskegee Institute, the famous school established in 1883 by the influential
black leader, Booker T. Washington.
In September 1934, Washington's successor,
President R. R. Moton, publicly endorsed the project when he christened
Forsythe's new airplane "The Booker T. Washington" in special ceremonies on the
Tuskegee campus. 7 6 The event marks the first time the name of Tuskegee
Institute was linked publicly to a major aviation initiative. The event
attracted the support of the campus community, who rallied behind the fliers
and launched a successful fund-raising campaign. Moreover Institute secretary
G. Lake Imes, a key member of Moton's staff, worked on the aviators' behalf in
Washington and New York, and he subsequently proposed that Tuskegee Institute
actively promote future international flights the two pilots hoped to
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undertake.
Forsythe and Anderson took off from Atlantic City in the "Booker T.
Washington" on 8 November 1934. Except for minor problems, the first ten days
of the flight went as planned as the two fliers island-hopped across the
Caribbean. On 18 November an engine failure grounded them for three weeks in
the Dominican Republic. By 8 December repairs to the "Booker T. Washington"
had been completed, and the Goodwill Fliers began to make their way southward
down the Lesser Antilles, headed for the South American continent. Less than a
week later, however, the Pan-American Goodwill Flight came to a premature end
before the "Booker T. Washington" ever touched South American soil.
As
Forsythe and Anderson departed Port of Spain, Trinidad, heavy with extra fuel
for the long flight to Georgetown, British Guiana, their small craft climbed so
slowly after lift-off that the landing gear clipped a stand of bamboo and
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pieces became lodged in the wheel housing. The trailing bamboo sections
created extra drag, causing the overweight aircraft to stall and crash in a
crowded residential area. Miraculously, neither pilot was seriously injured,
nor did the fuel ignite and pose a hazard to bystanders. But the "Booker T.
Washington" was damaged beyond repair and the Pan-American Goodwill Flight came
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to an abrupt end.
Following the unfortunate conclusion to the flight, the Forsythe-Anderson
flying team broke up. Anderson relied on his steadily improving flying skills
to sustain himself financially, but the loss of the "Booker T. Washington"
ended Forsthe's active involvement in aviation, though he never lost
interest.7 9 Although the Forsythe-Anderson flights ended on a disappointing
note, they demonstrated the legitimacy of black aspirations in the field of
aviation. For the first time, important white newspapers and magazines took
the aeronautical ambitions of black Americans seriously, with articles on their
plans and the Caribbean flight appearing in both the New York Times and
Newsweek.6 0 Thus the failure of the flight and the break up of the ForsytheAnderson partnership brought an untimely end to what was perhaps the most
promising initiative in black aviation of the 1930s.
Several months after Forsythe and Anderson's mishap in Trinidad, another
Tuskegee alumnus, Chicago aviator John C. Robinson, sailed for Ethiopia to
begin an adventure that brought him fame and almost brought an aviation program
to Tuskegee Institute. When Robinson boarded a steamer bound for the horn of
Africa, he reflected the concerns of many black Americans for Ethiopia, a
country about to fall victim to the colonial appetite of the Italian dictator
Benito Mussolini. Emperor Menelik II's decisive defeat of the Italians at
Adowa in 1896 preserved Ethiopia's independence for four decades, while most of
Africa fell victim to European imperialism. The victory profoundly affected
black Americans: Ethiopia, which traced its roots back to the ancient kingdom
of Abyssinia, had maintained her independence by force of arms, "the first time
since Hannibal [that] an African people had successfully repulsed a major
Europeans."m.
And the significance of this battle was not lost upon Afro"8

Americans.

The coronation of Emperor Haile Selassie in 1930, an impressive event
which caught the attention of the international press, reawakened the interest
of American blacks in the ancient African kingdom, especially those of
Robinson's generation who followed closely the new emperor's program of reform
and modernization. After Italian and Ethiopian troops clashed along the
Ethiopian-Italian Somaliland border in early December 1934, the horn of Africa
became the center of world attention. The dispute was quickly referred to the
League of Nations, but Mussolini had no interest in negotiated settlements--he
was resolved to avenge the ignominious defeat at Adowa and add to his colonial
possessions. By the spring of 1935 an Italian invasion appeared imminent, and
black Americans became increasingly concerned over the fate of Ethiopia. Most
responded by raising funds through organizations such as United Aid to
Ethiopia. 8 2 Robinson, however, offered a different kind of aid; he volunteered
to fly for Haile Selassie's air force.
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Early in 1935, through the good offices of Claude A. Barnett, director of
the Associated Negro Press (ANP), Robinson met Malaku E. Bayen, a member of the
royal family attending medical school at Howard University in Washington,
D.C. 8 3 When he told Bayen of his ambitions to serve the Selassie regime, the
young medical student communicated Robinson's offer to Addis Ababa. In April,
after Robinson provided satisfactory references and credentials, the Ethiopian
monarch cabled Robinson and offered the aviator a commission in his imperial
army on the condition that he serve for at least a year; on 2 May Robinson had
departed for Africa, arriving in Addis Ababa on the 29th. 8 4 During the summer
of 1935, while the League of Nations tried to negotiate a peaceful settlement,
the young aviator from Chicago won the full confidence of the Ethiopian
officials, and by August, he had been commissioned a colonel and given command
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of the miniscule Ethiopian air force.
When the fighting broke out--the Italians invaded without a declaration of
war on 3 October 1935--the circumstances in which Robinson found himself made
it inevitable that the black press would portray him as a hero. 8 6 Except for
Hubert F. Julian (who briefly held command of the Ethiopian air force and then
was transferred to a ground unit when he discredited himself with the Emperor),
Robinson was the only American black in the Ethiopian armed forces. 8 7 He held
high commissioned rank and served in a new and elite branch, the air force.
The black war correspondents quickly dubbed him the "Brown Condor," hoping he
would deliver another embarrassing blow to the Italians as Joe Louis had done
the previous June when he took the heavyweight championship from Prima Carnera
with a knockout in the sixth round and earned his well-known sobriquet, the
"Brown Bomber."88
Throughout the war Robinson provided Afro-American correspondents with
colorful copy, and the articles on him frequently noted that Tuskegee Institute
was his alma mater. The school, of course, took tremendous pride in his
accomplishments, and shortly after he took command of the tiny Ethiopian air
force, the student newspaper published an article on the new colonel.
Under
headlines that announced "Tuskegee Graduate Heads Ethiopian Air Force" was an
emphatic endorsement of Robinson and his service in Africa:
"It is unnecessary
to state the degree of pride with which the whole Tuskegee family regards Mr.
Robinson. He is more than a race pioneer in the field of aviation, he is a
link in that chain which binds us to Africa." 8 9 Once the fighting broke out
more articles appeared proclaiming pride in the Tuskegee alumnus and "the fine
qualities that make him great in the eyes of the world" and declaring him "An
'
Aviation Hero. "90
Like most of the Ethiopian armed forces, the air force under the Brown
Condor's command was no match for the Italians. At most, it consisted of
nineteen obsolescent aircraft, some fifty Ethiopian pilots, and a handful of
foreigner aviators. Such a force was powerless against the Italian fighters,
who easily controlled the skies.9 1
Consequently, Robinson flew mostly courier
missions between the front and the capital, and also served as the emperor's
personal pilot. 9 2 By the spring 1936, the superior Italian forces, using
poison gas, had gained the upper hand; on 5 May Il Duce's forces took Addis
Ababa, and four days later Italy annexed Ethiopia. Fortunately for the Brown
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Condor, he was not in Ethiopia when the Italians took control, but was en route
to the United States on a fund raising tour. 9 3
On his return to the United States, black America gave Robinson a hero's
welcome. Following his arrival in New York on 18 May 1936, the Brown Condor
visited Harlem's Rockland Palace, where an enthusiastic crowd of 5,000
attending a public reception sponsored by United Aid for Ethiopia treated the
colonel to a fifteen-minute ovation. 9 4 But the New York celebration was only a
warm-up for the welcome Chicago gave its home town hero the next day. On
Sunday Barnett and Robinson flew to the Windy City, where a crowd of 3,000
greeted them as they stepped from a TWA airliner. The crowd swelled as
Robinson led a procession of 500 automobiles from the airport to Chicago's
Southside, where he addressed a cheering throng of 8,000 from the balcony of
the Grand Hotel. 9 5 Caught up in the excitement, the Chicago Defender reporter
covering the celebration wrote that never had "there been such a demonstration
as was accorded the 31-year-old Chicago aviator who left the United States
thirteen months ago and literally covered himself in glory, trying to preserve
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the independence of the last African empire."
The news accounts of Robinson's homecoming also reported that he wouid be
joining the faculty at Tuskegee Institute to teach aviation. 9 7 Indeed. since
1934 Robinson had been in contact with his alma mater reqarding the
establishment of an aviation course. 9 8 In 1935 Tuskegee offered Robinson a
position on the faculty to teach aviation but he declined, choosing instead to
travel to Ethiopia and fly for the Emperor. 9 9 When his homecoming was
imminent, Tuskegee once again invited the aviator to join the faculty.
Unfortunately, the Institute and Robinson were unable to agree on the details
of the contract, and the Brown Condor decided to stay in Chicago and open his
own flying school. 10 0
Robinson's homecoming celebration marked the end of the second period of
black aviation history.
It was an era initially dominated by the search for a
black counterpart to Lindbergh, with the focus after 1932 on the newsworthy
achievements of a few notable black aviators. Beginning in 1936, however, the
emphasis shifted to broader participation in aviation and the development of
stronger regional and national black flying organizations.

Chapter Three

THE BROADENING OF BLACK PARTICIPATION
IN AVIATION: 1936-1939
The final era of black aviation history before World War II, the years
1936-1939, were characterized by an expansion in the numbers of black Americans
involved in aviation and the emergence of regional centers of black aviation
activity. Ultimately, one of the regional centers established a national
organization of black fliers, and when the nation began the pre-World War II
expansion of military and civilian aviation in 1939, black aviators were in a
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position to lobby Congress for the right to participate in federally-sponsored
flight training programs.
By 1936 two centers of black aviation had emerged, one in Los Angeles and
another in Chicago. The Los Angeles center was the work of William J. Powell,
the aviation enthusiast who had established the Bessie Coleman Aero Club
earlier in the decade. Until the advent of President Roosevelt's New Deal,
Powell had been forced to rely exclusively on racial self-help initiatives to
finance the training of black pilots and mechanics. In 1936, however, he began
to offer aviation classes under the auspices of the Emergency Education
Program, a recovery initiative begun during the first year of Roosevelt's
administration.
In order to become eligible for the program, Powell had
obtained a certificate to teach aeronautics from the California Board of
Education and then applied for authorization to offer federally-funded aviation
courses at a local high school.
By 1937, some 250 students, mostly Negroes,
had received training under the program.
Encouraged by the success of the
endeavor, Powell established Craftsmen of Black Wings, a non-profit, self-help
organization formed to promote aviation among blacks. He also began to publisn
a new magazine, Craftsmen Aero News, which he described as "the first Negro
trade journal in the United States." 1 0 1
Three individuals were responsible for the emergence of Chicago as a
center of black aviation in the late 1930s--Cornelius Coffey, Willa Brown, and
Enoch P. Waters. Coffey's enthusiasm for aviation dated from 1931, when John
Robinson "converted [him] from an auto mechanic to an airplane and engine
mechanic and interested him in becoming a flier."
Until Robinson's departure
from Chicago in 1935, they worked together to train "scores of pilots,
mechanics, navigators and parachute jumpers who became the nucleus" of a
Chicago-based national association of black aviation enthusiasts. With
Robinson in Ethiopia, Coffey took over as the "too authority of the local
group" of black aviators but he lacked the Brown Condor's flair for publicity.
Although "completely devoted to aviation," Coffey was a "quiet retiring man of
few words . . . content being an unnoticed instructor because it allowed him to
spend his days at the airport." 10 2 By early 1936, Willa Brown assumed the role
of promoter of black aviation activities in Chicago and allied herself with the
taciturn Coffey, who willingly deferred to his attractive and charismatic
cohort. Shortly before Robinson's return from Africa, Brown approached Enoch
Waters, city editor for the influential Phicago Defender, seeking publicity for
an a'r show Chicago's black pilots were planning. Waters recalled vividly the
scene when she entered the newspaper's offices: "When Willa Brown, a shapely
young brownskin woman, wearing white jodhpurs, a form fitting white jacket and
white boots, strode into our newsroom, in 1936, she made such a stunning
appearance that all the typewriters suddenly went silent." 1 0 3 When Waters
learned that Brown represented some thirty black fliers, he proposed that the
air show become an annual event sponsored by the newspaper. The owner of the
Defender, Robert Abbott--the man who had encouraged Bessie Coleman to go to
10 4
France for flying lessons--readily agreed.
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Though he never learned to fly, Waters became an avid supporter of black
aviation. He urged Brown and Coffey to broaden their horizons and establish a
national organization for black aviators and their supporters. 1 0 5 A nationwide organization, Waters maintained, would stimulate publicity in other black
newspapers, would "give us better information about aviation activities
elsewhere in the country and provide us with a vehicle to campaign for our
goals."
By 1937 Coffey, Brown, Waters, and nine other Chicago blacks had
organized the National Airmen's Association of America (NAAA), chartered by the
state of Illinois and headquartered at the offices of the Chicago Defender.106
Waters and Brown handled the NAAA membership drive; Waters recalled later they
quickly established NAAA chapters "in several cities in the Midwest and East,
with flying visits by Willa providing the impetus. These chapters weren't big,
consisting of just six to a dozen fliers. Considering there were only about
two hundred Negroes flying in the country, we were satisfied with the
response.,"107
Thus by 1938 there were several hundred black pilots throughout the nation
and, thanks to the efforts of the NAAA and the coverage of the black press,
they were receiving a fair amount of publicity in the black community. Still,
the opportunities were limited. Black pilots were almost exclusively amateur
pilots; none of the opportunities for earning a livelihood in aviation
available to whites were open to blacks. They were excluded from commercial
aviation, and, although they were taxpaying citizens, they could not serve as
pilots in the army or navy, or fly the mail.
Earlier in the decade tne Chicago
Defender had questioned the absence of black airmail pilots:
Why are there no black airmail pilots? What is there about this
service that makes it all white. Dark men do just about everything else
Americans do. Why can't they fly her mails? We are taxed to support this
country, we help pay her bills, maintain her governments, contribute to
her general welfare, but we can't take part in her aviation development.
It's about time some person in the government authority explained this to
us. 108
The Defender sounded a theme that was to be heard with increasing
frequency as the decade wore on--black Americans had a right to participate in
federal programs which promoted aviation. Perhaps the first step toward black
participation in federal aviation programs was taken in May 1938 when two black
fliers, Dr. Theodore Cable and Grover Nash, received temporary commissions to
fly the mail in celebration of National Air Mail Week. Nash, a charter member
of the NAAA, flew an Illinois route from Chicago to Charleston via Matoon. 1 0 9
Cable, an Indianapolis city councilman and Democratic candidate for the Indiana
state legislature, also flew an intrastate route, from Indianapolis to
Greencastle; the flight had been arranged at the behest of G. N. T. Gray and
Percy L. Hines of the National Postal Alliance, an organization of black postal
workers.110
Thus black Americans had made a small but impressive beginning in the
field of aviation by January 1939, the month President Roosevelt, concerned
over the deteriorating situation in Europe, asked Congress for a special
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appropriation of $525 million for national defense. Almost two-thirds of the
funds the president requested were earmarked for aviation--$300 million for a
3,000-airplane expansion of the Air Corps and $10 million for the "training of
civilian air pilots." 1 1 1 President Roosevelt's call for greater federal
support for aviation was welcome news to the nation's aviation community, but
the prospect of expanded aviation training under federal sponsorship had a
special significance to blacks interested in flying. Black aviators had long
realized that their prospects for progress in the field of aviation were
limited as long as opportunities open to whites--military aviation, flying the
mail, and commercial flying--remained closed. Now new opportunities for
government-funded flight training were under consideration by Congress and
black aviation enthusiasts were determined to fight for the rights of black
Americans to be included.
Congress responded to President Roosevelt's appropriation request, with
two acts, one that authorized the expansion of the Air Corps and another that
established the Civilian Pilot Training (CPT) Program, an initiative to provide
1 12
federally-funded flying training to tens of thousands of college-age youth.
The final versions of both acts contained provisos aimed at insuring that black
Americans were included in the expanded pilot training programs.
The bill relating to the expansion of the Air Corps was Public Law 18,
"the primary legislative authorization for the Air Corps expansion program." 1 13
Section Four of P. L. 18, approved by the President on 3 April 1939, required
that at least one flight training school be earmarked "for the training of any
Negro air pilot" 1 14 a provision that was not part of the original version of
the act. The inclusion of this amendment, with the ostensible objective of
training blacks for duty as Air Corps pilots, constituted the first legislative
victory in the prewar campaign for full participation in the armed forces. The
original impetus for the amendment came out of the efforts of Edgar G. Brown, a
Negro politician and lobbyist who had not shown an interest in aviation, until
he came under the influence Dr. Theodore Cable, one of the black pilots who had
had flown an airmail publicity flight the previous year. Brown appeared before
the Senate Military Affairs Committee on 21 February to urge that H. R. 3791,
the bill ultimately approved as P. L. 18, be amended to provide black Americans
with the opportunity to serve as pilots in the Air Corps. 1 15 Although the bill
that was approved contained a proviso relating to the training of black pilots,
it had been worded in such a way that the Air Corps could maintain that it
contained "absolutely nothing that directs us to enlist negro flying
cadets."116
The Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939 produced more tangible benefits
for black Americans than P. L. 18. When legislation calling for the
establishment of a program for training civilian pilots was introduced in March
1939, it did not address the issue of training black pilots. 1 17 On 19 April,
when the civilian pilot training bill was debated on the floor of the House of
Representatives, Illinois Congressman Everett Dirksen offered an amendment
which stipulated that "none of the benefits of training or programs shall be
denied on account of race, creed, or color." 1 1 8 Several weeks later, while the
legislation was still pending, the NAAA sponsored a nationwide air tour to
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promote interest in the new federal aviation initiatives. As the two Chicago
aviators selected to make the tour were preparing for the flight, Enoc Waters
suggested that they include a stop in the nation's capital on their itinerary.
Waters put the two NAAA pilots, Chauncey Spencer and Dale White, in contact
with Edgar G. Brown, who agreed to serve as the organization's Washington
representative. After Spencer and White arrived in Washington, Brown
introduced them to a number of officials, including Congressman Dirksen and
Missouri Senator Harry S. Truman. 1 19 According to Spencer, Truman was
surprised to learn that blacks were excluded from the Air Corps and helped to
"put through legislation insuring that Negroes would be trained along with
whites in the Civilian Pilot Training Program." 12 0 The efforts of Dirksen,
Truman, and the NAAA were successful; the Civilian Pilot Training Act that was
approved on 27 June 1939 contained, word for word, the proviso that Dirksen had
proposed in April. 12 1 When the CPT Program was launched in the fall of 1939,
several black colleges, including Tuskegee Institute, were among the first
schools to participate.122
The passage of P. L. 18 and the Civilian Pilot Training Act in 1939 marked
the end of the pre-World War II era of black aviation history. These two laws
helped precipitate the campaign for admitting black Americans to the Air Corps.
Even though Air Corps leaders found a loophole in P. L. 18 which allowed them
to perpetuate their policy of exclusion for several more years, the law served
an important function. It provided black leaders and their supporters in
Congress with an opportunity to challenge the War Department on the issue of
admitting blacks. 12 3 The CPT Program was also important because it provided an
opportunity, at government expense, for scores of black youth to learn to fly.
The activities of the CPT units at black colleges like Tuskegee Institute,
Hampton Institute, and Howard University were widely covered in the black
press. 12 4 The success of these black CPT students made the Air Corps' refusal
to accept blacks all the more incongruous. By the fall of 1940 the campaign
for admitting blacks to the Air Corps became so intense that the War Department
directed the Air Corps to train blacks as military pilots. 12 5 In 1941 a
segregated black squadron was established at a new Army flying field
constructed near Tuskegee, Alabama. 12 6 By the end of World War II, almost onethousand black Americans had earned their wings at Tuskegee, and about half saw
combat as fighter pilots in Europe. 12 7 Today they are known as the Tuskegee
Airmen.

Conclusion
The participation of black Americans in the CPT Program and the formation
of the segregated air units were milestones in the history of black aviation;
finally, black Americans did not have to rely entirely on their own resources
to enter the field of aviation. But without the efforts of a handful of
dedicated black fliers, who struggled against incredible odds to demonstrate
that skin color had nothing to do with flying aptitude these opportunities
might not have materialized. During the first four decades of the twentieth
century--in the face of strict segregation, endemic racism, and economic
deprivation--America's black air pioneers had pursued the dream of flight.
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Until the post-Lindbergh aviation boom, their efforts were scattered and
sporadic.
In the aftermath of the Lone Eagle's flight, the black public looked
for the emergence of a black air hero, and for several years the memory of
Bessie Coleman encouraged black Americans who yearned to see the race find its
place in the air. Then in 1932 Banning and Allen became the first black
American to complete a transcontinental flight, and by 1936 the aeronautical
exploits of three other black pilots--Forsythe, Anderson, and Robinson--had won
the acclaim of the black public. The accomplishments of these five pilots, and
those who came before them, provided ample evidence of black achievement in
aviation, and the black press touted them as the race's air heroes.
Consequently, black participation in aviation broadened after 1936, and a
national organization of black fliers was established.
By the end of the decade the exploits and activities of these black air
pioneers, carefully chronicled in black newspapers and magazines, had helped
create an airminded black public. Thus when bills came before Congress in
early 1939 to expand the Air Corps and establish a federally-funded program for
training civilian pilots, black aviation enthusiasts made sure there were
spokesmen on Capitol Hill to represent the interests of black Americans and
influence the legislative process. But most important, they had opened the
eyes of a new generation of black youth to the possibilities in the air.
Perhaps the most compelling testimony to their contribution was the ambition of
a young black American, who declared in the late 1930s: "I intend to fly some
day at any cost.
I'd like to . . . study under that fellow who flew for Haile
12 8
Selassie in Ethiopia. That's the kind of life I like."
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